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INTRODUCTION NON-INTERLACED SEXTUPOLE SCHEME 
The goal of the Final Focus Test Beam expcriment(FFTI3) is 

to produce an electron beam spot of 1 blrn by 60 nm in transverse 
dimensions. III the future linear collider of TcV region(TLC), a 
typical spot size of 100 nm by 1 nm at the interaction point is 
required to get luminosity of 1 X 10”“cm-“s-“!‘l This spot size is 
about, l/l000 of ihat of the SLC in the vertical dimension, aud 
is demanding for an optics design, alignments, beam diagnostics, 
and tuning procedurt:s. The spot size of the FFTB will bc an 
important nrxt step from the SLC toward the TLC. 

The chromaticity correction scheme adopted here uses two 
pairs of sextupoles, which cancel the chromatic erect of the final 
lens both in x and y planes. In general, when one makes the trans- 
formation -I between two sextupoles in a family. the geometric 
aberrat,ion terms cancel up to the second order!e1 This remains 
true when two families of sextupolcs are interlaced to each ot,hct 
as in the SLC final focus 171 system. \\:hile the interlaced scheme 
has an advantage to shorten the length of a system, it malies the 
third order geometric aberration larger. 
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2.5 mm 

1 pm 
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Emittance Ratio ENy ~NL /- 100 “% 10% 1% 
I I I 

Vertical lkta 

V’crtical Sl~ot, Siziz 

4, /* ’ 300 /Lrn 100 ~lrn 100 pn 

* *u 300 nm 60 nln 20 nin 

I’ablr 1. Parairlcters of the Final I~ocus Test lharn 

Table 1 shows several parameters of the FI’TB. This beam 
line will be located at the end of the linnc to use the 50 GeV 
electron beans. \Ve show three cases of the vertical/horizontal 
emittance ratio: 100 s/o, 10 YN c, and 1 76. .4lthough the TLC as- 
sumes 1 ?$ emitt ante ratio, its realizability in the present machine 
is not &bar yes, and further studies on the linac and the damping 
ring are necc~ssary. Thus t,hroughout the FFTB design, somewhat 
snore conscrvatixre value, 10 %, is adopted as the design goal. \21e 
optimize the beam optics for this value. In fact, according to the 
recent simulation, 10 % emittance is realistic at the end of the 
linac with the design intens;ty, 1 x 10” particles per bunchlZ’ 

Considering its future application to the TLC plan, we design 
the bealrl optics as follows; the beta. functions and the pole-tip 
field of the final quadrupole are same as the TLC paralneters. 
Previously a very flat beam, i.e.. /?z/‘B; 2 300, \vas regarded 
as suitable for the TLC!. ‘Thus a method with single-family SK- 
tupoits was sufficient to correct the chromaticity?’ Recent studies, 
hou;rvcxr, revral that e+c- pair-productions during beam collision 
generate a huge amount of background!’ In order to get out of 
the background. the ‘crab-crossing ’ scheme is necessary. As a re- 
sult, an ol)timum aspect ratio of the beta functions is reduced 
to less thall [‘I 100, and chromaticity corrections for both planes 
becor:le inpvitab!e. In this design we use a new chromaticity cor- 
rectiorl sch(‘m(s with nori-interlaced two-family sextupoles. Thr 
~12’1’13 optics is an appropriate mode1 for the fid focus s?;strm 
of futllre coliiders. ‘rhc application c>f the results. of the studies 
on beam diagnostics, aligllmelitS, and correction schelnes to the 
‘I’!,(,! devc~lop~llent is straiglitforwaltl. 

Let us consider intcrlaccd sextapoles, whcr(‘ each family S1 
and Sz has -I transformation between its two quivalent XX- 
tupoles. vl’e consider that S1 and Sz are separated by a drift 
space of a lengt,h C. For the time-being, we focus on a pure gco- 
metric effect without taking account of all chromatic effects and 
dispersions. The residual third order aberration consists of two 
parts; firstly, a particle passing the interlaced sextupole block re- 
ceives a third order kick. According to a thin-lens calculation, the 
kick is written as 

ax; = F [(Zl + SJ)(Ll12 + y,p) 
, + (‘I2 - Yl )(TlYZ - J,?Yl I] 

b’ ki I 
’ 

(1) 
b&y; = -y [(y, + y.‘)(“.lQ + ?/lYZ) 

- (22 - .r1)(.qy. - .Qyt)] 

where k’ is the strength of the sextupoie, and the sufti~s 1 and 2 
specify the sextupoles S1 and Sz. Secondly, the finite thickness Is 
of the sextupoles also gives rise to a third order geometric term: 181 

AZ’ = 
I&‘?[ 
+x2 + yJ) 

Fly = 
I?‘& 
-@ + 2) 

(‘2) 

In the interlaced schemr, (1) dominates (2). since P >> P.S. There- 
fore this convc>ntional scheme is very diflicult to correct such a 
high chromaticity in this system. The non-interlaced scheme, in 
which the third order kick (1) is absent, is better for the present 
design. 

There is an additional problem concerning the chromatic abcr- 
ration; all chromatic elements in a final focus system must have 
the betatron phases from the final lens as close as possible to A’s 
(N: integer) to obtain a large momentum band width!’ In inter- 
laced schemes, it is impossible for both sextupoles to satisfy the 
condition simultaneously. In thca non-interlaced scheme, on the 
contrary, all sextupoles can be arrallgcd to mret the above re- 
quirement. This is another reason why the non-illtcrlaccd schcnlc 
is superior to the interlaced one. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE SYSTEM 
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Fig. 1. The Optics of the Final Focus Test Beam. The initial 
of each element specifies the kind as B:bend, Q:,quadrupole, and 
S:sextupole. The first four quadrupolcs are used for a matching 
to the incoming beam. The beam linr is bent +lS mrad by the 
first three bends, and bent back -27 rnrad by the last four bends. 

Figure 1 shows the present design of the FFTB. This system 
is optimized to focus a bean1 wit11 10 % emittance down to 1 pm 

by 60 nm in the given area of the SLAC experimental site. The 
FFTB project is not a collision experiment, so the bunch length 
can he larger than the vertical beta function. In order to reduce 
th? chromaticity of the final lenses (therefore the total length of 
the system), the length of the expcrirnrntal area C’ should he as 
short as pos5ibln. Sin,, the ‘I’LC may need C* > 1 iii, first WC 
designed a system with C’ = 1 m. It turned out that, the total 
length \cas longer than the available SLAC site. Therefore we set 
6’ = 40 cm for the present design: resulting in the length 40 In 
shorter. Mi: notr that the present result can be applied to the 
TLC, hrcause the essential feature of the optics does not change. 

The pole-tip field of the final quadrupole is chosen as 1.-l 
“‘I T, which is almost available with existing magnets. The polc- 

tip field of other magnets arc lrss tllan I 7’. IVe require that. all 
magnets should have apcrturcs 10 times larger than the trans- 
verse ham sizes. These conditions determine the geometry, the 
strength, and the chromaticity of the final doublet. In this design, 
the final quadrupolc is 2 m long and has a half aperture of 12.7 
mm. Then one can optimize the bending angle and the length of 
the bending magnets: which actually fix the total length of the 
system. In the present design the vertical chromaticity is clom- 
inant, thus the main characteristics of the system is determined 
by a minimization of the aberrations in the vertical focusing. 

There are two major sources of the vertical aberration: ge- 
ornctric aberration from the t,hicklless of the sextupoles and a 
blow-up of the final spot with the energy spread produced by the 
synchrot ran radiat ioil in i,hP “I I)i%ntls. Mb assurncx tlrat, t,llrrc arc 
two belids bctwre~~ sextupolcs and one before the final lens. These 
thrre bcritli have the same bending angle 0 and tllr length a~, fol, 
sinil)licity. Not,<: that tl IC synchrot ran radiation effect is impor- 
tant at the last bend aftrr tIlc> scstupolfs, anti negligible for the 
Im~ds bcfor~ the scxt upolcs. Thus wil obtain t I](, relative increase 
of the final spot size as 

second the synchrotron radiation. In the first term, jjY is the ver- 
tical beta at the sextupole with a strength li’. On the derivation 
of the term from (2), we havp neglected the contribution from 
the horizontal plane, because it is usually small at the vertical 
sextupole. In the second term of (3), r’e and X, are the classical 
electron radius and the Compton wavelength of electron, and &, 
denotes the vertical chromaticity of the system. U’e require that 
the sextupole should have an aperture b times larger than the 
beam size, then its length is given by 

Bob k’,9,&.v,b’ 
- = 

BP 27 ’ 

where Bo is the pole-tip field of the scxtupole. The strength of 
the sextupole and the chromaticity are related as 

k’& = Ey/2y = (y/2rOfb, (5) 

where 17 is the dispersion at the sextupole, which is proportional 
to Oeb with a coefficient 1‘ (=0.92 in our design). Substitution of 
(4) and (5) into (3) gives 

55 
-rtJe-r 

so3 2 

161.4 
gy. (6) 

b 

The aberration is minimized at the bending angl? 

an = [&($ r$$%l”g. (7) 
Therefore the minimum aberration is obtained by substituting (7) 
to (6): 

I/j 
1 (8) 

For a given value of -lo. @b is d~~t~rrninc~d hy (S)as 

eb = $ b&i(&) re~~f2]“5. (9) 

Using this eb, we obtain thp hcuding angle from (7) as 

Qo= (gJ9 [(&J’” (&)?2g?:6]“‘5. (10) 

Note that the bending angle does not tlq)end on thr cliroma.ticity, 
v;hereas the length of thr l,c*rid is proportional to t,hc cluomaticity. 
The bending angle is almost proportional to l/7, 

The optimum values bracome l’b = 5.5 ITI and 00 = 7.S Inrat for 
the FFTB parameters of the 10 o/o enlittancrcase \vitll ty = 20000. 
A0 = 0.45, IJo = 1 T, and b = 16. Actually our dGgn has Cb = 
5.5 m and 00 = 8.0 mrad, which arc’ very close t,o tlic optimum 
valucas. A similar optimization was tlonr in the horizontal plane. 
\vhere we includrd the rrnittancr gl,o\vth in t,h<t bt~~tl~. 

whcrc the, first t,crm correspontls to the geometric one and thp 
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TOLERANCES AND TUNING METHODS 
U’e examined tolerances for four kinds of jitters of the quadru- 

poles in this system. Firstly, a displacement of each quadrupole 
typically 0.5 pm in vertical or 5 ;lrn in horizontal shifts the final 
spot by a amount enough to rcducc the luminosity l/Jz. A 
displacement of 5 1~” in vertical or 10 ,Lm in horizontal creates 
a dispersion at the filli focus, and makrs thy spot size fi timrs 
larger than the design. About 0.1 %I of the strength error or 1 
mrad of a skew angle error also increases the final spot size fi 
times larger. These values assume that only one quadrupole has 
an error at on? f,ime, and all other components ha\re the ideal 
values. The tolerances for the last three qua.drupolr are typically 
one order worse than the above valws. 

Anothrr problrm on the tolerance of the system is how large 
initial errors can br allowed and wha.t is a suitable scheme of 
t,he c,orlll)“rljat,ioll for thrw errors. Here we simulated a tuning 
process using a multi-particle tracking code. We assumed the 
c’rrors shown ill Table 2, where nunibcw are the r.m.s. valuc,s of 
Gaussian distributions. 

Rorizontnl Displacement of Q and SX 100 pm 

Vertical 1)isplacelnent of Q and SX 30 /lm 

Strength Error of N, Q, alld SX 0.1 5% 

Skew Rotat,ion Angle of 13, (2. and SX 0.5 mrad 

Length Error of D, 13, Q, and SX 100 fern 

k,,i?/‘@ of the Incoming Beam 100 % 

Ac*/tr of tile Incoming Beam 100 % 

Table 2. Errors cased in the simulation of the tuning. IIrre 
r.m.s. values of Gaussian distributions are given. D:drift space, 
B:bwtl, Q:cluadrupole, SX: sext.r~polo. 

Our main method of the tuning is done by a bump orbit cre- 
ated by five correctors in each plane. We locate one correct01 
about n/2 heforc awry sextupole and one before the final lens in 
each plane. The location of the correctors are Shown in Fig. 1 
by the marks 11 a11c1 V. The bump orbit are specified in terms of 
displawments at, the scxtupolrs and a dispwsion at the final spot. 
i\lthough this orbit was calculated using the ideal optics, thest 
parameters \vc‘rc allnost orthogonal 1,o each ot,lter dliring the mirr- 
imization of the final spot. \Ve controllrd Iho liucar optics wit II 
t hr sl;c~w t(ir:li by t,hc liorizont,al and t,hc, vrrt ical displaccmc~nts 
at the, scxtupoICs. The dispwsion at the final spot directly affects 
t,hcb bcaln sizca. tlerl, \w did not cart’ abolit the displacement of the* 
final spot and conwnt,ratrt! o1I1y on the spot siw. Our procedures 
\vc’re tl011c as l,h(, following: 

1. Dc.tcrminP the T\ciss paramct.c~rs of the incoming beam by 
measuring tlir bcaanl size at the beginning of the first brnrl ah 
a function of the strength of the first quad QS. 

2. Change the strcngttls of the quads Q5, Qti, QAO, and QAI 
to match 1,11(, Incasured incoming beam parametrrs to the de- 
signwl Valuc~s at 1301, 

3. Ailjrlst t I!(’ o:l)it at thca wslupolrY to their wntcr within thi 
acclirClcJ- of tllc, [Jcisition mollitor. 

1. S(~arcll 111~ rllirlimrull of tlic, fillal spot l)y cllanging each piwi:1I1- 
etw of tlris I,~Irnp orbit. Itkratc this SW]) wvcral t,inlw ruitil d 
good spot i~c~irr tlics tlwign viiluc~ is o!)t.i\inwl 

Tuning Procedure 

Fig. 2. A typical tuning process of the Final Focus Test Beam. 
‘This is a result a multi-particle tracking simulation. Each marker 
shows the minimum beam size after a search with varying the 
1c11ob indicated at the bottom. The design bram sizes are shown 
by arrows on the right of this figure. 

Figure 2 shows a typical examplcof this tuning procedure. 1l’e 
had roughly two orders larger iuit,ial spot than the design \ralue 
and reduced it to 1 ,lm by SO nm with this method. We tested 
four cases of the seed of the random number, and achieved t,hc 
same results. These seed changed the most effective parameter, 
but the time for the wllole tuning process were not much changed. 
LVe also assumed the accuracy of the position monitors 100 /lrn 
and the fluctuation of the final spot size 7 % during the tuning. 

The magnitude of errors we assumed here are not far from 
those achieved by present alignment technologies.(“’ This tuning 
method gives a good feasibility of the Final Focus Test Beam. 
\I% need further st,udies, especially on the stabilities of the com- 
llonents. 
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